
Row well and live! 

HOMEWORK - CHAPTER 8 
 

 

•5 In the figure to the right, a 

frictionless roller coaster car of mass 

kgm 825=  tops the first hill with speed 

smv 0.170 =  at a height mh 0.42= .  

How much work does the gravitational 

force do on the car from that point to (a) 

point A, (b) point B, and (c) point C?  If 

the gravitational potential energy of the car-Earth system is taken to be zero at C, what is its value 

when the car is at (d) B and (e) A?  (f) If mass m were doubled, would the change in the gravitational 

potential energy of the system between points A and B increase, decrease, of remain the same? 
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••23 The string shown to the right is cmL 120=  long, has a 

ball attached to one end, and is fixed at its other end.  The 

distance d from the fixed end to a fixed peg at point P is 

cm0.75 .  When the initially stationary ball is released with 

the string horizontal as shown, it will swing along the dashed 

arc.  What is its speed when it reaches (a) its lowest point and 

(b) its highest point after the string catches on the peg? 
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••25 A kg60 skier start from rest at a 

height mH 20=  above the end of a 

ski-ramp (see the figure to the right).  

As the skier leaves the ramp, his 

velocity makes an angle of = 28  

with the horizontal.  Neglect the 

effects of air resistance and assume 

the ramp is frictionless.  (a) What is 

the maximum height h of his jump above the end of the ramp?  (b) If he increases his weight by 

putting on a backpack, would h then be greater, less, or the same? 
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••58 A stone with a weight of  N29.5  is launched vertically from ground level with an initial speed 

of sm0.20 , and the air drag on it is N265.0  throughout the flight.  What are (a) the maximum 

height reached by the stone and (b) its speed just before it hits the ground?  

 

 

 


